Online Message or Discussion Boards

One tool that I started with my online classes but have molded into both online and in-class sections of my courses is an online discussion board. Wolfware provides Message Boards, Vista uses Discussion Boards, and there may be other tools out there that do virtually the same thing. There are many uses for message boards that have worked well in my classes including the following three uses.

• **A mechanism for students to provide multiple examples of concepts in a context that they understand.** This is the function of a discussion board that I find the most useful. I provide what would typically be class discussion or homework type questions as topics. The students are then required to provide unique responses to each question. For example, in my Introduction to Resource Economics class, I ask for examples of complements. So rather than getting the peanut butter and jelly or the hot dogs and buns, we get hundreds of examples (or at least as many examples as there are students enrolled in the course). This works well in my upper level classes as well. I like asking questions of the agribusiness management students that require creativity and thought. In class, I found that students had difficulty moving beyond the tried and true into more creative responses, and I would receive homework with the same 12 – 15 employee incentives on a 10 incentive assignment. When I converted this assignment to a discussion board posting, the quality of the answers improved dramatically. Each student was only required to come up with one novel response (something not already posted by someone else) rather than the full list of 10 incentives. While I did still get some of the 12-15 classic responses, the posting also generated creative ideas that were never seen in the individual activity. I believe that reading posts already there sparked the creative juices or the response types of subsequent student postings to raise the level across the board. Providing the mechanism for encouraging creativity in students and in getting them to think outside the textbook is the most beneficial result of using message boards in my classes.

• **A tool for students to interact with instructors outside of class that provides a written transcript for other students to go to also receive the benefit of answers, to expound upon the question, to modify the question to arrive at a better understanding of the issue at hand, or to provide alternative solutions that have yet to be offered.** Some questions assigned as homework or lab problems can be significantly complex for students working on their own. Providing a mechanism for responding to students in a way that allows all students to benefit, if needed, is a nice result of a message board. Many students ask questions in my online classes and email has been my method of choice for answering questions. If all students could benefit from the response, I send it out to everyone. However, email is not the ideal vehicle because multiple emails on the same topic can jam inboxes and students can lose the thread of the discussion. Having a place for threaded discussion of individual topics where students can look first for answers before asking their questions saves time and energy on the part of everyone involved. Students also like this resource near test time. Typically, the online students ask most of the questions and the in-class students refer to the discussion threads as a study guide, though there are some in-class students who also like to participate and many that are confident enough to provide answers to the questions for the other students.

• **A place for students to discuss among themselves problems and issues related to a course or with the planning of assignments.** This works best with the online students as they are already acclimated to the learning environment. If I have students working in groups, group space is created so that they can interact with each other without my oversight and interference. I make a point of letting them know that this is unsupervised space accessible only by the group members and that self-monitoring of language and content is expected.

I am sure that there are many other uses for message boards, but these are the three that work best for me. I was reluctant to implement this teaching tool in my classes because email has always worked best
for me. At the suggestion of two students in two different classes, I decided to give it a try. After three semesters, I wouldn’t go back to holding classes without this mechanism in place because it is such a valuable resource for students and a timesaver for us all.
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